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Will You Work
for Food?

I

need your help with
two projects, and
I’m willing to
buy your lunch if
you are willing to
spend one hour
with me.
Here are the projects:
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MEMBERSHIP
The Board of Directors has set a goal to
increase membership by
10 new (paying) members per month. Sounds
modest but it will be
challenging. Would you
be willing to have lunch
with me and approximately 10 other members to brainstorm about
ideas to (1) increase
membership (2) increase
current member involvement and (3) evaluate
our current member
services (frankly and
honestly please).
CONTINUING
LEGAL EDUCATION
The Board of Directors has set a goal to
increase CLE programming by 6 half or fullday programs over the

Advertising Rates

Director’s
Chair

next 12 months. These
should be program not
currently offered by a
committee, which we
could charge a fee for
attendance to increase
non-dues income (helping to ensure no dues
increase is in our future).
Additionally, they have
set a goal to increase
our free CLE offerings
through Committee
Meeting and Brown Bag
CLE offerings. Would
you be willing to brainstorm about ways to
(1) improve the overall
quality of our existing CLE programs (2)
increase the number of
free CLE programs for
our members and (3) explore topics that would
be appropriate for a full
or half-day CLE program
for which we would

Full Color
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Full Color

Color ad rates: add $199 per issue to the
above stated rates, excludes cover ads.
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BY CHRISTOPHER
BOADT
charge a few?
WHEN
Membership Brainstorm Session, Tuesday,
June 24 12:15 p.m.
CLE Brainstorm Session, Wednesday, June
25 12:15 p.m.
RSVP
cboadt@lakebar.org
BONUS
We’re not offering
sandwiches from Leno’s, Assistant Director
Virginia Elliott has
volunteered to cook one
of her many famous
homemade lunches for
this meeting.
Thank you very
much for your consideration of this task,
and thank you for your
membership!

Standard $1.75 per word (Rate for LCBA Members)
Text
$2.75 per word (Rate for Non-Members)
$3.50 per word (Rate for LCBA Members)
Bold
Text
$4.50 per word (Rate for Non-Members)
Classified Advertisement may contain as many
words, numbers, symbols and boldface type.

To place an ad or for information on
advertising rates, call (847) 2443143. Submission deadline: first
day of month preceding the month
of publication. All submissions must
be made in electronic format (high
resolution PDF or JPG format at a
resolution of 300 pixels per inch or
more.) See www.lakebar.org/html/
docketRates.asp.
The Docket is the official publication
of the Lake County Bar Association,
300 Grand Avenue, Suite A, Waukegan, Illinois 60085 (847) 244-3143,
and is published monthly. Subscriptions for non-members are $45.00
per year.
Reproduction in whole or part
without permission is prohibited.
The opinions and positions stated
in signed material are those of the
authors and not necessarily those
of the Association or its members.
All submitted manuscripts are
considered by the Editorial Board.
All letters to the editor and articles
are subject to editing. Publications
of advertisements is not to be considered as an endorsement of any
product or service advertised unless
otherwise stated.

What it Means to Belong
to the LCBA

H

i! I’m Keith Grant.
Like you, I belong
to the Lake County
Bar Association. I belong
to the LCBA for a lot of
reasons, but I think that
the best of those is that
this Association brings
me into contact with so
many earnest, dedicated
and caring professionals. Knowing you all, my
fellow LCBA members,
has driven me to excel,
to “up my game” both in
terms of legal acumen and
professionalism. I belong
to this Association because
it allows me to follow in
the footsteps of those who
have come before me, who
have hewn a path that is
an example of how I wish
to practice law. Over the
next twelve months, I hope
that we can have a dialog,
a discussion about what
it means to belong to the
LCBA. If you are reading
this, if you are attending
committee meetings and
training offerings, if you
are using the Lawyer Referral service, you are already
involved. I’m not going to
presume to exhort you to

“do more” or “get engaged.”
Instead, I hope we can all
pause and consider why
we choose to be involved. I
hope that the result of this
will be that, the next time
someone asks one of us “so,
why do you belong to the
LCBA,” we will all be able to
share some little bit of the
passion or dedication that
brings us to our choice to
be a member, to belong.
I have spent more
than twenty years practicing in Lake County, all of
that time as an Assistant
Public Defender. For many
of you who don’t practice
on the 2nd Floor of the
courthouse, or attend
Criminal Law programs,
you may not know who
I am. Others may know
me to be a PD, but little
more. I thought I’d take a
moment to tell you a little
about myself. Growing up
on the North Shore, I was
a kid who always had a
book in his hands except
when he was leading most
leagues (hockey, lacrosse,
rugby) in penalty minutes. My dad (who sadly
passed in March of this
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year and won’t get to see
me at the helm of the good
ship LCBA) owned Grant
& Grant record & luggage
shops in Lake Forest, Highland Park & Evanston. But
he had gone to a year of law
school before opening his
first store, and when I was
in junior high, I found his
copy of Prosser on Torts (I
know, that’s a weird little
7th grader walking around
with a law book under his
arm). To me, it seemed
more like a series of short
mysteries or problems that
all got solved in a few pages
– kind of like “Encyclopedia Brown” or the Hardy
Boys! I decided a lawyer
was like a detective and
that I wanted to be one.
I went to Ripon College, a very small (900
students) liberal arts
school (our motto should

BY KEITH C.
GRANT
be: “don’t worry, we’ve
never heard of you either”)
where I received an ROTC
Scholarship. I graduated
from NIU College of Law
in 1997 and went to work as
an Army JAG Captain with
the 1st Infantry Division.
While I did wills, taxes
and divorces, I was mostly
a prosecutor. In 1992, I
bid farewell to Fort Riley,
Kansas and started my career as an Assistant Public
Defender in Waukegan.
Except for being deployed
as a reservist to Germany
in 1996 (Army Trial Defense Service) in support of
the Bosnian peace-keeping
effort, I have been here
ever since.
In the beginning, I
didn’t see what the LCBA
could offer an assistant
public defender, it was several years before I joined
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Welcome

New LCBA
Members
ATTORNEY:

Alan J. Spellberg
Cook County State’s
Attorney’s Office
Timothy Rout
Prairie State
Jamie Baer
Attorney at Law
Jacquelyn L. Mason
Law Offices of
Thomas C. O’Brien
Thomas C. O’Brien
Law Offices of
Thomas C. O’Brien
Jordan Silver
Attorney at Law
Robin Levin
Cassidy Schade LLP
Vishal Chhabrim
Attorney at Law
Jack Levin
Law Offices of Jack Levin
Christopher Piecuch
Attorney at Law
Andrew Youra
Law Offices of Andrew Youra
Mary Brandes
White, Scott & White
John Kay
Hurst, Robiu & Kay. LLC
Heather Smith Gratta
Berger Schatz

(and then only because
my boss, Public Defender
David Brodsky strongly
urged me to “go work with
the Criminal Law Committee”). For a few years, I considered myself a Criminal
Law Committee member,
rather than a member of
the Association as a whole.
But gradually, criminal law
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committee programs began
to overlap with those of
other related practice areas
and I started to meet attorneys who never set foot
on the 2nd or 4th floors of
our courthouse. After Dave
Brodsky became Judge
Brodsky, my next boss,
Public Defender Joy Gossman, continued to encourage my involvement in the
LCBA. Actually, when she
created my current position: “Chief of Professional
Development”, she made it
part of my job description.
I was curious about
what this Association does.
I figured the best way to
find out, was to sneak onto
the Board of Directors. I
applied to be a member at
large, but was foiled in my
effort to “sneak” when the
Board rejected my application unless I’d be willing
to be Secretary (replacing
Marjorie Sher – no pressure
there). I thought about
claiming illiteracy, but
instead I accepted. For the
next several years I worked
on the Board with a host of
dedicated leaders and now
I find myself writing this
column!
In addition to the
LCBA, I have been involved in several other
professional associations.
I am a proud member of
the Jefferson Inn of Court,
another organization that
stresses collegiality and
professionalism as being
no less important than
legal skill. I have also had
the honor of being elected
to lead the Illinois Public
Defender Association and
share the commitment
of my fellow IPDA mem-

bers, nearly two-thousand
strong across the state,
to the provision of exemplary defense to the
indigent criminal accused.
Throughout, I have continued to defend challenging
cases with complex issues
and (recently) TV cameras!
My organizational work
and my trial practice have
placed me in daily contact with some of the best
lawyers and judges practicing in Illinois. I have been
able to compare the Lake
County legal community
to similar communities
around the state and I am
proud to say I find the
level of practice skill and
professionalism in Lake
County to be among the
highest I have seen. I believe that one of the main
purposes of organizations
like the LCBA is to promote
excellence, ethics and collegiality in our profession.
Through participation in
our training programs,
attorneys become better
lawyers, through networking, they share experiences
and build relationships
both personal and professional. We all join for our
own reasons, but I believe
we all remain, we all belong, because we find value
in the sense of community
and camaraderie afforded by our Association. In
some way, we all belong
because we believe we are
better for it.
On a more personal
front, I am married, my
wife of 25 years, Mary is a
Nurse Manager at one of
the largest hospital organizations on the north shore
and is one of the hardest

working, most dedicated
people I have ever met.
Every day, she cares for
men and women who are
sick and for the families
supporting them. She oversees an enormous staff of
nurses and medical professionals with skill and professionalism, but also with
humanity and empathy.
When I decide what course
to take in my professional
life, I always ask myself if
Mary would think this is a
good idea. While we have
no children of our own, we
enjoy sharing in the lives
of our nieces and nephews
but have given up on our
dogs ever getting into even
their safety school.
I’m really looking
forward to this next year
as your president. I hope
to make it to as many
committee meetings as I
can to experience as many
different areas of practice
as possible. As an Assistant
Public Defender, I may
not understand Lesser
when he’s detailing some
intricate trust, or Douglas
explaining division of assets, much less what any of
the civil folks are on about,
but I see and hear dedicated professionals who care
about their craft. I want
to be your conduit to the
Bar Association, to hear
your suggestions and ideas.
To that end, I have set up
a new e-mail account at
president@lakebar.org.
That account is yours. It’s
there for you to contact me
with any concern, issue or
topic you may wish. I can’t
wait to hear from you.

The Liberty Bell Award

T

he “Liberty Bell
Award” is presented each year by the
Judges of the 19th Judicial
Circuit to honor the service,
achievements, sacrifice
and ideals of individuals
and organizations in our
communities. In years past
we have recognized office
holders, public servants,
members of the Bar, individuals in law related fields,
private citizens, several
service groups as well as
other organizations. We
do this in conjunction with
“Law Day” to acknowledge
that the recipients show by
their service and cultivate
by their actions a great understanding and respect for
the rule of law. For about
the last eight years we have
been presenting this award
to also honor the memory
of our colleague, Judge Tom
Smoker who left this world
all too soon on May 12, 2004
after losing a courageous
fight with cancer. Tom came
on the bench from a private
criminal defense practice
and loved the courtroom.
He was fun, was a devoted father, loved the law,
and his faith, particularly
throughout his valiant
health battle was inspirational. Like our attorney

brothers, Donald Morrison,
Glenn Clausen, Dan Field
and Jim Lumber, all colleagues who passed away
during the last year that
were recently honored at
the annual memorial service in Courtroom C-201 on
May 6, 2014, he is missed to
this day.
As to our “Liberty Bell
Award” it is particularly
fitting that the Award itself
has the image of the actual
Liberty Bell on it – crack
and all. The Liberty Bell
was located in Philadelphia’s Independence Hall
(formerly the Pennsylvania
State House) and since
its casting in 1752 by the
London firm of Lester and
Pack (today Whitechapel
Bell Foundry) the Bell has
been moved, been hidden,
been to many exhibitions
and had several different
“homes.” The Bell was cast
with the familiar words
from Leviticus 25:10 that
most of us read in grade
school when a picture of
the Liberty Bell was shown
in a text book or in our
history class: “Proclaim
Liberty throughout all the
land unto all the inhabitants thereof.” In 1865,
when President Abraham
Lincoln’s body was on the
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BY CHIEF JUDGE
JOHN T. PHILLIPS
burial trip to Springfield, Illinois one of the short stops
was in Philadelphia where
in the Assembly Room of
the State House between
120,000 and 140,000 people
were able to pass by the
open casket to bid farewell
to their president. The
lines, we are told, were
never less than three miles
long. At this viewing the
Liberty Bell was carefully
placed at Lincoln’s head so
the passing mourners could
read that same inscription
that had been placed on the
bell more than 100-years
before: “Proclaim Liberty
throughout all the land
unto all the inhabitants
thereof.” We like to think
that the recipients of our
19th Judicial Circuit Liberty
Bell Award are doing exactly that in their volunteerism
or achievements.
We were grateful
that our Lake County Bar

Pro Bono

Thank You

These attorneys accepted
Pro Bono cases through
Prairie State Legal Services.

Thad Gruchot
Larry Smith
Ann Conroy
William Mullen
David Rawlinson
Lee August
Richard Kohn
To volunteer, please contact
Susan Perlman at:
sperlman@pslegal.org or
847-662-6925

June 2014
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Members

On the Move

Frederick Aiossa
Goldstein & Aiossa
150 N. Wacker Dr.
Suite 1750
Chicago, IL 60606
(312) 236-2325
Susan Kamman
Susan E. Kamman &
Associates
33 East Main Street
Lake Zurich, IL 60047-2415
Samantha Kavathas &
Jacquelyn Melius
Dudley & Lake, LLC
325 N Milwaukee Ave, 2d Flr.
Libertyville, IL 60048-2286
If you have recently moved,
please notify the LCBA at:
info@lakebar.org

Association permitted us
to present the 2014 Liberty Bell Awards at the May
meeting of the Association
which was held in the City
Council Chamber of the
Waukegan City Hall. Following a very well-attended
pizza luncheon, LCBA
President Steve McCollum
introduced Deputy Chief
Judge Valerie Boettle Cec-
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kowski and me to present
the awards on behalf of all
of the Judges of the 19th
Circuit. We were honored
to present the organizational award this year to the Exchange Club of Gurnee because of the support that its
members have provided to
our Drug Court, our Mental
Health Court and our Veterans Court. The contributions that they have made
year after year to the Lake
County Bar Foundation for
the benefit of these programs and the volunteerism
of the Exchange’s members
in providing transportation
and in attending graduations and other events
have significantly assisted
the specialty court participants and their children.
Judge Ceckowski and I then
recognized each of the
Veterans Treatment and
Assistant Court Mentors as
individual recipients of the
2014 Liberty Bell Award. No
one in this amazing group
wanted recognition of any
kind. They are each veterans who have served our
country in one of the armed
services and volunteered to
be mentors to the participants. They each attended a
training session and periodic refresher sessions; meet
with each other monthly;
meet with their mentee in

person and communicate
also by phone, email, text
or other means; come to
court and stand beside
their own mentee or the
mentee of another when
that mentor is unavailable;
provide transportation
to the participants when
available; attend organized
and spontaneous gatherings between mentors and
mentees; and generally become an advocate, ally, and
supporter of the Veterans
Court participants who are
also veterans that have honorably served their country.
Their relationship with the
participants has become integral to this Program and,
in the view of many of us,
their work and sacrifice on
behalf of the participants is
the key to the successes we
are having in this Program.
We were pleased to have
presented an award to:
Marie Honeywell, a
veteran of the Women’s
Army Corp (WAC) who
served from 1974 through
January of 1977, including
in the Republic of Korea,
and who believes that sharing the bond with other
veterans provides her a
tangible way of giving back
to others who have served
our nation.
Jim Gamble, an Air
Force veteran, having

served from 1966 to January
of 1970 as an aircraft mechanic in many locations
throughout the world, who
believes it is an honor to be
able to share life experiences and support other veterans, especially “when they
turn their lives around.”
Larry Carrier, an Army
veteran who served from
August 1969 to March 1971,
including service for 13
months in Viet Nam and
one month in Cambodia,
who has become aware of
the special bond that is developed with each veteran
and the significant impact
that this has with him as his
mentees successfully graduate from the Program.
Alberto Romero, a
decorated Marine who has
been on active duty for the
last 14 years, now serving as
an inspector and instructor training Marine Corps
reservists at Great Lakes,
who has many awards for
volunteerism, including for
USMC “toys for tots” campaigns, but is most proud
of his mentoring because
he can be there as support,
as “a friend, a partner, or
a buddy to well deserving
veterans in need.”
Willie Thornton, an
active duty Navy serviceman who has been on duty
since 1990 and been at sea

multiple times as well as an
instructor, who indicates
that he wants to be there
“to lend a helping hand to
our veterans in their time of
need, just as someone was
there for me in my time of
need.”
Kirby Wagner, a navy
veteran who served from
1979 to 1981, who indicated
that his father, now buried
in Arlington National Cemetery, was a WW II Bronze
Star recipient that was
never the same after the war
and therefore volunteers
now in memory of his Dad
to help veterans create a
better life for themselves
and their children.
Steve Friedlander,
an Air Force veteran who
served as the Team Chief
that maintained nuclear
minuteman ICBMs and
their silos while on active

duty from 1966 through
1970, who is a mentor to be
able to give back for everything that was done for him
and to help the “special
group, less than 1% of men
and women, who served
their country in the armed
services.”
Jonathan Arenas, a
Marine veteran who served
on active duty from 2009
to 2013, including a deployment to Afghanistan, and
is presently active in the
Marine Corps reserve, who
is with Lake-McHenry Veterans and Family Services
and is using his peer-topeer support specialist
certification to help other
veterans.
Stan Villarreal, Jr., a
decorated Marine Corps
veteran who served from
1966 to 1969 and was a
squad leader in Viet Nam,

who was a police officer for
25 years, is an Accredited
Veteran Service Officer, a
volunteer at the Veterans
Assistance Commission of
Lake County, a member and
volunteer with numerous
veterans organizations,
and is supportive of veterans with every fiber of his
being.
Martin Claussen, a
retired U.S. Postal Service
worker who is an Army
veteran, who honorably
served from 1971 to 1974
including a tour in Germany as an interpreter, and
whose continued support
of those struggling with
substance abuse issues that
are involved in our specialty
court programs led him to
volunteer to mentor and
help our veterans.
Peter Ochoa, a Marine
Corps veteran who served

two tours in Viet Nam
where he was a member of
small unit reconnaissance
patrols engaged in significant combat operations,
and who has also been a
consistent volunteer at
Veterans Hospitals, in
programs to support those
seeking help with substance
abuse issues and in programs at the Lake County
jail.
Reading about our
Award recipients this year
probably convinces you that
we did not have to struggle
with our decision. The Exchange Club of Gurnee and
each of our Veteran Mentors
“Proclaim Liberty throughout all the land unto all the
inhabitants thereof” with
what they have done and
continue to do every day.
We are indeed blessed by
their volunteerism.
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Advance Care Planning

Advance Directive
POLST

Physician Orders for Life-Sustaining
Treatment (POLST) Have Come to Illinois

P

BY THOMAS A. PASQUESI1

hysician Orders for Life-Sustaining Treatment (POLST) is a developing national
program designed to elicit and honor the medical treatment objectives of people
at the end of their lives. It has been adopted by about 28 states and the majority of
the remaining states are in the process of developing programs.
attending physician, it constitutes a standing medical
order. (Note that pending SB 3076 proposes, in part, an
amendment to the POLST form to allow any attending
health care practitioner (instead of only a “physician”)
to execute a POLST form. For purposes of that amendment, an “attending health care practitioner” includes
an Illinois licensed physician, advanced practice nurse,
physician assistant or a resident after
completion of one year in a residency
program.)
The goal of the POLST program
is to maximize a patient’s control of
his or her medical care in a way that
is consistent with the patient’s wishes
and is also medically realistic. The
Illinois POLST form is intended as a
tool to document these wishes in a
uniform instrument that can be used
College of Trust and Estate
to direct medical care in a variety of
Counsel; and concentrates in trust,
situations.
estate and guardianship planning,
The POLST system was enacted
administration and litigation.
in Illinois on January 1, 2012 (20 ILCS

The POLST program is designed to improve the quality of care a patient receives at the end of his or her life. It
is based on meaningful discussions of a patient’s wishes
with his or her health care professionals, the documentation of the patient’s wishes on the POLST form, an
obligation of health care professionals to honor them and
protocols to ensure the POLST form travels with a patient
across settings.
The POLST form is to be comThomas A.
pleted after discussions between the
Pasquesi
patient (or the patient’s authorized
of Pasquesi
Associates in
health care agent under a power of
Lake Bluff,
attorney or health care surrogate) and
Illinois has
the patient’s health care providers
practiced law
to establish the patient’s goals and
in Lake County
for over 30
preferences in light of the patient’s
years. He is
current medical condition. Once
a fellow of
the POLST form is signed by the
the American
1
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Mr. Pasquesi acknowledges the aid and
assistance of Thomas L. Concannon of
Pasquesi Associates, P.C., in the preparation of this article.
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2310-600). The Illinois POLST form is set out as a revised
version of the Illinois Department of Public Health’s
Uniform Do-Not-Resuscitate (DNR) Advance Directive.
Thus, the enforceability of the POLST form is derived
through the pre-existing DNR statutes. These statutes
require hospitals, nursing homes and emergency medical
service providers to honor the POLST form as an actionable medical order. Furthermore, a healthcare professional who in good faith complies with the directives of
a POLST form, is immune from criminal or civil liability
(except for willful and wanton misconduct), and may
not be found to have committed an act of unprofessional
conduct.2
The POLST form is not an “advance directive” and is
not intended to replace Health Care Powers of Attorney
(HCPOA), Declarations of Living Wills (Living Will) or
Mental Health Declarations; but contributes to the endof-life health care process in a way that is intended to
supplement them.
THE POLST PROCESS
As stated above, the POLST form has replaced the
prior DNR form. It still addresses cardiopulmonary resuscitation, but can also be used to address other end-of-life
health care issues, such as the level of medical intervention desired in an emergency, the use of artificially supplied nutrition and hydration and the use of antibiotics
and ventilation.
The POLST form is to be kept with the patient’s
records or at the patient’s home and is to travel with the
patient and be recognized in any location or facility the
patient occupies in Illinois or any other state that has
adopted the POLST program.
The POLST form is quite different from a living will.
The declarant in a living will states a preference as to
life-sustaining treatment if, at some point in the future,
the declarant is terminally ill and in an end-stage medical
condition. The living will applies in the future, and goes
into effect only if the declarant is no longer able to make
health care decisions. Thus, the living will is prospective
and hypothetical and does not address a patient’s current
medical condition and needs.
By signing a living will, the patient exercises his or
her right to instruct physicians and surrogates to withhold unwanted treatments for medical conditions that
may arise in the future.
On the other hand, the POLST process and related
form produces actionable medical orders that address the
specifics of a patient’s current care. Through POLST, the
patient (or surrogate) exercises his or her right to make
current decisions to avoid unwanted treatments in the
near future for existing medical conditions.
The POLST process allows each person to clarify his
2

See 210 ILCS 45/1 et seq; 210 ILCS 50/1 et seq; 755 ILCS
40/65; see also 755 ILCS 45/4-8 and 755 ILCS 40/30 for immunity protections under the Illinois Health Care Power of Attorney
and Surrogate Acts.

or her goals regarding end-of-life care given their current
medical condition and prognosis and to receive guidance
from medical professionals in translating those goals into
medical orders addressing some of the medical care decisions that are likely to arise in the future. For example, a
very elderly patient who has requested a do-not-resuscitate order may choose to make it clear, through a POLST
form, that except for the do-not-resuscitate order, the
patient prefers full intervention and treatment.
The POLST process begins with a conversation
between a physician, physician’s assistant, nurse practitioner or other trained facilitator and the patient. If the
patient has lost the capacity to evaluate, make, or communicate health care decisions, then the conversation
may take place with the patient’s surrogate. Any of these
parties may initiate the conversation. Ideally, the conversation is a team effort with different health care professionals playing complementary roles.
The POLST form is intended to be used by patients
whose physicians would not be surprised if they were to
die within the upcoming year. So, the universe of potential users is much broader than only people with an endstage medical or terminal condition.
Because the patient’s medical needs will evolve over
time and the treatment options will change, the patient and the health care providers should continue the
conversations over time. Effective ongoing discussion
is imperative for the health care providers to be certain
they are accurately documenting and implementing the
wishes of the patient. As the patient’s medical condition
evolves, the POLST form should be amended accordingly.
If a patient does not have the mental capacity to
participate in the POLST process, an agent acting under
a power of attorney for health care may participate in
the initial and follow-up discussions and sign the POLST
form on behalf of the patient. The agent may take these
steps only to the extent authorized by the patient’s
HCPOA. If a patient does not have the mental capacity
to participate in the POLST process, and has not signed
a HCPOA, then the patient’s Health Care Surrogate may
participate in the process on behalf of the patient.
The Illinois Health Care Surrogate Act, 755 ILCS
40/20(b)(1) &(2) states:
(b) Decisions whether to forgo life-sustaining
treatment on behalf of a patient without decisional capacity are lawful, without resort to the
courts or legal process, if the patient has a qualifying condition and if the decisions are made in
accordance with one of the following paragraphs
in this subsection and otherwise meet the requirements of this Act:
(1) Decisions whether to forgo life-sustaining treatment on behalf of a minor
or an adult patient who lacks decisional capacity may be made by a surrogate
decision maker or makers in consultation
with the attending physician, in the order
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or priority provided in Section 25. A surrogate decision maker shall make decisions
for the adult patient conforming as closely
as possible to what the patient would have
done or intended under the circumstances,
taking into account evidence that includes,
but is not limited to, the patient’s personal,
philosophical, religious and moral beliefs
and ethical values relative to the purpose of
life, sickness, medical procedures, suffering,
and death. Where possible, the surrogate
shall determine how the patient would have
weighed the burdens and benefits of initiating or continuing life-sustaining treatment against the burdens and benefits of
that treatment. In the event an unrevoked
advance directive, such as a living will, a
declaration for mental health treatment,
or a power of attorney for health care, is no
longer valid due to a technical deficiency or
is not applicable to the patient’s condition,
that document may be used as evidence of
a patient’s wishes. The absence of a living
will, declaration for mental health treatment, or power of attorney for health care
shall not give rise to any presumption as
to the patient’s preferences regarding the
initiation or continuation of life-sustaining
procedures. If the adult patient’s wishes
are unknown and remain unknown after
reasonable efforts to discern them or if
the patient is a minor, the decision shall
be made on the basis of the patient’s best
interests as determined by the surrogate
decision maker. In determining the patient’s best interests, the surrogate shall
weigh the burdens on and benefits to the
patient of initiating or continuing life-sustaining treatment against the burdens and
benefits of that treatment and shall take
into account any other information, including the views of family and friends, that
the surrogate decision maker believes the
patient would have considered if able to act
for herself or himself.
(2) Decisions whether to forgo life-sustaining treatment on behalf of a minor
or an adult patient who lacks decisional
capacity, but without any surrogate decision maker or guardian being available
determined after reasonable inquiry by
the health care provider, may be made by a
court appointed guardian. A court appointed guardian shall be treated as a surrogate
for the purposes of this Act.
So, the applicable standard for the surrogate is to do
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what the patient would have done under the circumstances. This has been referred to as the “substituted judgment”
standard, which has been long-standing in Illinois.3 This
standard differs from a standard that requires the surro3

See, In re Estate of Longeway, 133 Ill.2d 33, 549 N.E.2d 292
(1989) where the Illinois Supreme Court dealt with the questions
of whether a guardian may exercise the ward’s right to die, and
if so, how it may be exercised. The court considered the ward’s
right to die, and the court’s power to exercise it as originating
in the common law. The court made it abundantly clear that
“substituted judgment” requires the decision-maker “to establish,
with as much accuracy as possible,” what the ward would have
decided if competent, and that even where the ward has left no
evidence of “actual, specific express intent”, if there is “other clear
and convincing evidence (of the ward’s) intent” the guardian (and
therefore the court) “must substitute” its judgment for that of the
ward. The court further explained how the guardian and court
could examine the ward’s “personal value system” in those cases
where “no clear intent exists”, by digging for other evidence of the
ward’s views, goals, and values.
See also, Cruzan v. Director, Mo. Dep’t. of Health, 497 U.S. 261
(1990), where the United States Supreme Court, in commenting
on the significance of a right to die decision stated:
“We think it self-evident that the interests at stake
in [right to die cases] are more substantial, both on
an individual and societal level, than those involved
in a run-of-the-mine civil dispute. But not only does
the standard of proof reflect the importance of a
particular adjudication, it also serves as ‘a societal
judgment about how the risk of error should be
distributed between the litigants.’ (citation omitted) . .
. An erroneous decision not to terminate [life] results
in a maintenance of the status quo; the possibility of
subsequent developments such as advancements
in medicine science, the discovery of new evidence
regarding the patient’s intent, changes in the law, or
simply the unexpected death of the patient despite
the administration of life-sustaining treatment at
least create the potential that a wrong decision
will eventually be corrected or its impact mitigated.
An erroneous decision to withdraw life-sustaining
treatment, however, is not susceptible of correction.”
Cruzan, 497 U.S. at 283-84.
See also, In the Matter of Nancy Ellen Jobes, 108 N.J. 394, 529
A.2d 434 (1987).This right-to-die opinion of the New Jersey Supreme Court is often cited (including in Longeway) because of its
extensive treatment of the factors to be examined in determining
a ward’s intentions. The Jobes court emphasized the importance
of decision-makers’ understandings of the ward’s family, and its
quote from an academic source has been repeated in Longeway
and elsewhere and has become a part of our common and statutory law. That quote was: “[E]ven if no prior specific statements
were made, in the context of the individual’s entire prior mental
life, including his or her philosophical, religious and moral views,
life goals, values about the purpose of life and the way it should
be lived, and attitudes toward sickness, medical procedures,
suffering and death, that individual’s likely treatment/nontreatment preferences can be discovered. Family members are most
familiar with this entire life context. Articulating such knowledge is
a formidable task, requiring a literary skill beyond the capacity of
many, perhaps most, families. But the family’s knowledge exists
nevertheless, intuitively felt by them and available as an important decision-making tool.” Note also that in Cruzan, the Court upheld the Missouri Supreme Court’s decision that, in light of public
policy favoring preservation of life, it was not a violation of Nancy
Cruzan’s Fourteenth Amendment due process rights for Missouri
to require “clear and convincing” evidence of her desire not to be
kept alive by artificial devices before allowing their withdrawal.

gate to make the decision that is in the “best interests” of
the patient. Note, however, under 40/20 (b)(1), if the patient’s wishes are unknown and cannot be discerned, then
the decision is to be made based on the “best interests” of
the patient.
THE POLST FORM
As indicated above, the patient’s decisions are documented in the POLST form that becomes a medical order
once signed by the treating physician.
The form addresses the following:
• Part A – The patient decides whether CPR should or
should not be attempted.
• Part B – This section, entitled “Medical Interventions” applies when the patient has a pulse or is
breathing.
• The first option provides for “comfort measures only” and an opportunity to provide that
the “patient prefers no transfer to hospital for
life-sustaining treatments;”
• the second option adds “limited additional interventions” (such as the use of antibiotics and
IV fluids) to the comfort measures only; and
• the third option adds “intubation and medical
ventilation” to the prior orders.
• Part C – This section, entitled “Artificially Administered Nutrition”, documents the patient’s choices

with regard to medically supplied nutrition.
• Note that additional orders and instructions can be
added to Parts B and C.
• Parts D and E address the nature of who was involved in the discussions about the patient’s medical condition and preferences and execution of the
form.
• The second page of the form makes it clear that it:
• is voluntary;
• should be in addition to a HCPOA;
• should be reviewed periodically when the patient’s location, health status, treatment preferences or primary care professional changes; and
• may be revoked or modified.
While typically attorneys prepare HCPOAs and living
wills, they will not typically draft the POLST form because it should be prepared by a health care professional.
However, attorneys should inform their clients about
the POLST process during an estate planning consultation as part of the discussion about health care decision-making and advance directives. The clients need to
know that if there is a substantial decline in their medical
condition or a significant medical diagnosis, they should
review their advance directives to confirm that they
continue to reflect their wishes. If the medical situation is
serious enough, they should know that the POLST form
is an additional tool available to them and their doctor to
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try to ensure that their wishes are properly carried out in
light of their current medical condition.
Further, the estate planning attorney should know
how the POLST process works, how the form is to be
competed and used, that it should be reviewed periodically, and how it affects the rights and responsibilities of a
health care agent.
What role and rights does a health care agent under
a HCPOA have if a patient executes a POLST form and
subsequently becomes incapacitated?
The answer will undoubtedly evolve as the issue is
addressed by the Illinois
courts and legislature,
but generally it appears
that the agent may act
for a disabled patient
who cannot make or
communicate health
care decisions for himself, within the scope
and limitations of any
existing directives of
the patient; such as in
the patient’s existing
HCPOA and living will.
What if a POLST order is inconsistent with the directives in a living will? Which prevails? It would seem that
the POLST form, prepared with the physician and patient
input should control because it becomes a medical order
upon its execution by the attending physician and addresses the patient’s current condition and preferences.
But what if the patient is no longer competent to make or
communicate health care decisions and his condition has
changed since the POLST order was executed?
As indicated above in connection with the analysis of
the Health Care Surrogate’s role, it seems that the health
care agent or surrogate can engage in the POLST process
on behalf of a disabled patient, but unless there is some
compelling reason to act otherwise, the agent and the
health care provider should develop a POLST form that is
consistent with the previous health care directives of the
patient (i.e., the HCPOA and living will); while keeping

in mind that the overriding obligation is to “conform as
closely as possible to what the patient would have done or
intended under the circumstances.”
If a patient moves from a jurisdiction, like Illinois, to
another jurisdiction, what happens to the POLST order?
If the new jurisdiction has adopted the POLST program, then the attending physician should review the
POLST form and talk to the patient about amending it
to the extent appropriate, and otherwise implement it. If
the new jurisdiction has not adopted the POLST program, then the new physician would seemingly have no
obligation to recognize the
existing POLST order.

“The process should
provide an opportunity to
spare patients the burden
of medical interventions...”

12
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CONCLUSION
Living wills, HCPOAs,
and POLST forms should
be prepared with the
objective of having them
work together to enhance
the effectiveness of each
other. However, no matter how well written and
detailed they may be, it is
impossible to anticipate all
future medical conditions and decisions.
A majority of healthcare decisions must be made on
an ongoing basis. This is best achieved through an ongoing process for each individual, centered on thoughtful
and meaningful discussion of his or her unique medical
condition and prognosis, personal wishes, values and
spiritual beliefs. Physicians should provide medical advice
regarding the risks and benefits of the treatments being
considered, including abstaining from offering futile
treatments, without imposing their personal values upon
the patient. Patients and their surrogates, however, should
have ultimate authority to make personal value judgments
about what is the right course of action for the patient.
If used correctly and fully, the process should provide
an opportunity to spare patients the burden of medical
interventions that they determine to be of little or no
value and help to transform a hope for a “graceful” last
chapter of life into a reality.
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Lake County Bar Golf Championship
Thursday, July 10, 2014

Stonewall Orchard Golf Club • 25675 West Highway 60 • Grayslake, IL

Over 100 lawyers and judges
18 –hole scramble • Pre-round luncheon
Post-round reception & awards
Player
$

175

Eagle
Sponsor
$

1,200

Clubhouse
Sponsor
Gold Tee:
1,000
Silver Tee:
$
500

•
•
•
•

Greens fee, cart and range balls
Lunch, 2 beverage tickets and post play reception
1 Mulligan and 1 door prize ticket
Raffle prizes and tournament contest

• Choice of starting hole (first paid-first served)
Soar like an Eagle
• 4 players: green fees, cart and range balls
• 4 Mulligans, 4 door prize entries
Premium
• 12 drink tickets, pre-round luncheon and post-round reception
starting position
• Tee sponsorship benefits, event banner recognition
Premium publicity
• Acknowledgment of sponsorship in August 2014 The Docket
Silver Tee:
• The name of your firm, organization or company displayed on an individual sign at one of
the 18 tees. (Logos permitted, provide JPG file)
• Firm, organization or company prominently displayed throughout the championship
• 2 tickets to the: pre-round luncheon, post-round reception, 2 drink tickets per person
• 2 representatives permitted at sponsored hole
• Acknowledgment of sponsorship in player welcome packet
• Acknowledgment of sponsorship in August 2014 The Docket
Gold Tee:
• All of the above, plus naming rights to one of the following: (Please check)
o Luncheon
o Reception
o Beverage Cart
o Hole-In-One

Tee
Sponsor
$

150

• The name of your firm, organization or
company displayed on an individual sign
at one of the 18 tees (no logos on signs)
• Acknowledgment of sponsorship in player
welcome packet
• Acknowledgment of sponsorship in
August 2014 The Docket

Register on-line at

www.lakebar.org
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Lake County Bar Golf Championship
Thursday, July 10, 2014

Stonewall Orchard Golf Club • 25675 West Highway 60 • Grayslake, IL
Stonewall Orchard Golf Club was designed by renowned golf course architect
Arthur Hills. He has incorporated the natural rolling landscape of Lake County
to dictate this magnificent 18-hole 7,124-yard, par 72 championship layout,
each hole provides its own identity and challenge to golfers of all skill levels.

MY FOURSOME:

Golf & Sponsor Registration

1. ________________________________________
HDCP

o Individual Player:
# ____ @
(includes golf, lunch & reception)

15

# ____ @

$

2. ________________________________________
HDCP

o Reception & 1 Drink Ticket: # ____ @

$

3. ________________________________________
HDCP

Clubhouse Sponsor

4. ________________________________________
HDCP

o Lunch & 1 Drink Ticket:

175

$

o Eagle Sponsor (includes 4 players)
o Gold Tee

15

1,200

$

1,000

$

o Silver Tee

500

$

o Tee Sponsor

150

$

Please try and place me with:
Name:

Total $ __________

_________________________

Contact Information
Sponsorship opportunities are available on a first paid, first serve basis. Sponsors will be recognized with signage at the event and a
thank you ad in The Docket.

Name: __________________________________________ Firm: ____________________________________________
Display Acknowledgment as: _________________________________________________________________________
(How the sponsor’s name will appear)
Address: ________________________________________ City, State & Zip: __________________________________
Phone: _________________________________________ Fax: _____________________________________________
E-mail: ____________________________________________________________________________________________
Payment method: o Check enclosed o Visa

o Mastercard

o Discover

o American Express

Number: ________________________________________ Expiration Date: ____/____/____ CVV2: ______________
Signature: _________________________________________________________________________________________
PLEASE RETURN REGISTRATION TO:
Lake County Bar Association • 300 Grand Avenue, Ste A • Waukegan, IL 60085
TEL (847) 244-3143 • FAX (847) 244-8259
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Record Retention and Proper Document
and Data Disposal for Illinois Lawyers
BY STACY BAYGOOD STREUR

I

t is a recurring question for lawyers: What are we supposed to do with old (and really
old) client files? Notably, the Illinois Personal Information Protection Act (“PIPA”)1
sets forth specific requirements for disposing of documents and data that contain
personal information. This article will review the standards for determining which records an Illinois lawyer must retain and will describe the requirements for document
and data disposal in compliance with PIPA.

The Illinois Supreme Court Rules and Illinois Rules of
of coverage, and the term of the policy;4
Professional Conduct impose the following obligations:
• a lawyer shall maintain complete records of client
• a lawyer shall maintain a permanent record of the
trust account funds and other property for a period
name and last known address
of seven years after termination of the
for each client, and information
representation;5
Stacy
Baygood
as to whether the representation
• a lawyer shall promptly deliver to
Streur focuses
is ongoing or concluded;2
the client or a third person any
her practice on
• a lawyer shall maintain all
funds or other property that the
internet law for
financial records related to the
client or third person is entitled to
small business,
lawyer’s practice for not less
receive;6
including
3
than seven years;
• when a lawyer declines or termicopyright,
• a lawyer shall maintain docutrademark,
nates representation, the lawyer
privacy and
mentation regarding his/her
shall surrender papers and propinformation
malpractice insurance for a
erty to which the client is entitled,
security. She
period of seven years from the
except the lawyer may retain papers
has an LLM
date of coverage, which shall
relating to the client to the extent
in Intellectual Property and the
include the name of the insurer,
permitted by other law.7
Certified Information Privacy
the policy number, the amount
Professional/United States (CIPP/
1
2
3

18

815 ILCS 530.
Ill. Sup. Ct. R. 769.
Id.
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US) credential. Her website is
streurlaw.com and she can be
reached at sbs@streurlaw.com.

4
5
6
7

Ill. Sup. Ct. R. 756(e).
Ill. R. Prof. Cond. 1.15(a).
Ill. R. Prof. Cond. 1.15(d).
Ill. R. Prof. Cond. 1.16(d).

With regard to records other than those specified in
those Rules, the Illinois Attorney Registration and Disciplinary Commission (“IARDC”) and other commentators
recommend that lawyers exercise “prudent judgment”8
giving consideration to factors such as,
• the six year statute of limitations for legal malpractice,
• any difficulties in the relationship with the client or
the representation,
• any possible extensions of the statute of limitations,
i.e., the former client was a minor or incompetent,
or the injury to the client may not occur until client’s
death,9 and
• whether any documents if destroyed would be difficult to reconstruct from other sources.10
Offering further
insight, the Illinois State
Bar Association (“ISBA”)
recently issued an Advisory Opinion11 regarding the
retention of records by a
legal services organization
which provides pro bono
services to low income
persons. This organization requested an opinion
as to whether disposing
of records that were more
than five years old was
reasonable. The organization had established procedures of permanently maintaining original documents like deeds and wills; documents in
pending guardianship cases; files that might be the subject
of a future complaint; case related materials that may have
archival value; records related to money in the program’s
office or client trust account; and material relating to open
active cases. Under these facts, the ISBA Advisory Opinion
concluded that disposal of routine case files five years after
case closing is generally permissible. The authors of that
Advisory Opinion, though, added an important qualification, stating that for most lawyers a general retention period of seven years would seem prudent given the six-year
Illinois statute of repose.12
In discussing the issue of data disposal, it is important
to keep in mind that a lawyer’s obligation to ensure client
confidentiality is applicable to all records including those
identified as appropriate for disposal.13 Thus, any disposal
of records “must be done in a manner that protects the
confidentiality of all information relating to the client’s
representation.”14
In addition, a lawyer disposing of records must comply

with the requirements of PIPA. That Act requires that
records containing personal information be disposed of in
a manner that renders the personal information “unreadable, unusable and undecipherable.”15 Specifically, paper
documents “may be either redacted, burned, pulverized
or shredded so that personal information cannot practicably be read or reconstructed.”16 Electronic media and
other non-paper media, “may be destroyed or erased so
that personal information cannot practicably be read or
reconstructed.”17
PIPA allows a lawyer to use a third party disposal company to dispose of records but extends the responsibility for
compliance with the Act to that third party.18 The penalty
for noncompliance with the provisions of PIPA is $100.00
for each individual with
respect to whom personal
information is disposed of
in violation of PIPA, not
to exceed $50,000.00 for
each instance of improper
disposal.19
There are a number of
on-line resources available
to lawyers to help identify and evaluate various
options for proper document and data disposal.
The website for the Better
Business Bureau (“BBB”)
contains valuable information.20 For sensitive paper documents, the BBB recommends a cross cut shredder. For electronic records, the BBB
recommends data wiping software or shredders specifically
designed for CDs and DVDs.21 Alternatively, disposal can
be performed by a specialized data disposal company.
The website for the National Association for Information
Destruction (“NAID”) also contains useful information for
lawyers interested in enlisting the services of an outside
data disposal company.22 NAID recommends checking the
disposal company’s references, asking whether the company
has been certified by a recognized industry group like NAID,
and requesting a copy of that certification.23 Also, some
disposal companies are independently audited and a copy of
the audit may be available to prospective customers.
The rules governing a lawyer’s obligation to retain
certain records and protect client confidentiality, along with
the statute governing data disposal, can create considerable
challenges for Illinois attorneys. Lawyers must exercise
care in determining what records may be disposed of and
ensuring that the proper procedures for disposal are implemented. The consequences for noncompliance can be
substantial.

“A lawyer’s obligation to
ensure client confidentiality
is applicable to all records,
including those identified as
appropriate for disposal.”

8
9
10

11
12
13
14

IARDC Ethics Inquiry Program FAQs, https://www.iardc.org/
ethics_faq.html, accessed March 17, 2014.
735 ILCS 5/13-214.3; Snyder v. Heidelberger, 2011 IL 111052.
IARDC Ethics Inquiry Program FAQs, https://www.iardc.org/
ethics_faq.html, accessed March 17, 2014 (citing Thar, Anne E.,
How Long Should You Retain Client Files?, 83 ISBA Bar J. 649
(Dec. 1995).
ISBA Professional Conduct Advisory Opinion 12-06.
Id.
Ill. R. Prof. Cond. 1.6.
ISBA Professional Conduct Advisory Opinion 12-06.

15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

815 ILCS 530/40(b).
815 ILCS 530/40(b)(1).
815 ILCS 530/40(b)(2).
815 ILCS 530/40(c).
815 ILCS 530/40(d).
www.bbb.org, accessed March 17, 2014.
http://www.bbb.org/data-security/disposing-of-data/checklists,
accessed March 17, 2014.
www.naidonline.org/members.html, accessed March 17, 2014.
www.naidonline.org/members.html, accessed March 17, 2014.
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Guilty of Driving While License Suspended
Even if Suspension is Rescinded

C

BY LISA L. DUNN

an you be found guilty of driving on a suspended license if the suspension is rescinded after you are stopped and charged with driving on a suspended license?

People v. Elliott, 2014 IL 115308. Unfortunately for your
Imagine the very real and plausible scenario that can
client, the result is not in his favor. The Illinois Supreme
happen when you are representing your client in a DUI
Court ruled that a driver can be found guilty of driving
case. You timely file the Petition to Rescind the Statutory
on a suspended license even if the suspension is later
Summary Suspension and it is set for hearing. Days berescinded.
fore the hearing on the Petition to Rescind the Statutory
In People v. Elliott, the Supreme Court considered
Summary Suspension, your client is arrested for driving
whether conduct that occurred after
while his license was suspended due
the commencement but before the
to the statutory summary suspension.
Lisa L. Dunn
A few days later, the court grants the
rescission of the defendant’s statutois an attorney
with
an
office
Petition to Rescind the summary susry summary suspension renders the
in Arlington
pension. Your client’s driving privilegcharge invalid. The Court viewed the
Heights and
represents
clients
es are no longer suspended. So, your
issue as one of statutory construcin criminal and
client wants to know what will happen
tion. In order to construe a statute,
traffic matters
in Lake and
to him on the charge of driving while
the objective is to consider and give
Cook County.
his license was suspended. After all,
effect to the legislature’s intent. The
She is also a
that suspension has been rescinded,
Court looked at section 12-118.1(b) of
former Hearing
Officer
with
the
Secretary
of
State,
so it would hardly appear just for him
the Illinois Vehicle Code to ascertain
Administrative Hearings, and has
to be convicted of the offense of drivthe plain meaning of “rescind”. 625
extensive experience with DUI license
reinstatement
hearings,
BAIID
ing while license suspended.
ILCS 5/2-118.1(b) (West 2008). Unforviolations, and interpretation of the rules
The Illinois Supreme Court
tunately, though the Code contains
and regulations of the Secretary of State.
recently ruled on that exact issue in
an extensive catalog of defined terms,
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“rescind” is not one.
The Court next turned to the dictionary definition of
“rescind”. Here, there are two meanings: either prospective or retroactive. Webster’s dictionary defines “rescind”
as “to do away with: take away: remove” and “to abrogate
(a contract) by tendering back or restoring to the opposite party what one has received from him.” Webster’s
Third New International Dictionary 1930 (2002). The
dictionary offers no additional assistance when you look
at the word “rescission”, giving both a prospective and
retroactive meaning.
The Court next reviewed the Illinois legislature’s use
of the term “rescind” in
other legislation. The
Court reviewed section
5(b) of the Life Care Facilities Act where it found
“rescind” was meant to
have a retroactive meaning. However, in section
108A-1 of the Code of
Criminal Procedure of
1963 (725 ILCS 5/108A-1
(West 2008)), the legislature used the term
“rescind” to have only a prospective meaning.
Finally, the Court reviewed the public policy of the
statutory summary suspension statute which is to protect
the public from impaired drivers and to “swiftly remove
them from our roadways” People v. Moore, 218 Ill.2d 375,
379 (2006). The summary suspension statute, Section 11501.1 of the Illinois Vehicle Code authorizes the Secretary
of State to summarily suspend the license of a driver arrested for DUI who refuses to submit to chemical testing,
tests above the legal alcohol concentration limit, or tests
positive for intoxicating substances. 625 ILCS 5/11-501.1(d)
(West 2002). The purpose of the statutory summary suspension is to ensure that drivers charged with DUI are removed from the roads certainly and swiftly. This purpose
comports more closely with a prospective interpretation
of “rescind.”
The Court found a second reason that “rescind”
should be read prospectively in that it more closely comports with other provisions of statutory summary suspension laws. A pending petition to rescind does not stay
or delay the implementation of the statutory summary
suspension. 625 ILCS 5/2-118.1(b) (West 2002).
The third reason the Court found “rescind” should be
read prospectively is to avoid absurd or unjust results. If

“rescind” is to be read retroactively, then the driving on a
suspended license charge could not be resolved with any
certainty as the underlying charge might be in flux at the
trial court level, and upon appeal. This would make the
enforcement of the charge very difficult.
Finally, a prospective reading of “rescind” is consistent with the statutory summary suspension case law.
The lesson to be learned from People v. Elliott is that
we must impress upon our clients who are charged with
DUI and have filed a Petition to Rescind the Statutory
Summary Suspension is that they should not drive. It
will not matter if the
summary suspension
is rescinded after they
are arrested for driving
on a suspended license.
The important point to
remember is the existing status of the driver’s
license at the time of the
arrest is controlling. The
ultimate validity of the
underlying suspension is
not a dispositive factor.
The next question
you should be asking yourself is whether “rescind” applies
prospectively to all of the other suspensions contained
in the Illinois Vehicle Code. (625 ILCS 5/6-206). People
v. Elliott did not address this question. It certainly leads
one to consider the consequences in other non-statutory
summary suspension situations. Given the reasoning in
the instant case, it would seem that if your client’s driving
privileges were suspended at the time of the arrest, then
even vacating the suspension will have no effect upon the
underlying charge of driving while license suspended.
This could lead to harsh results for your client.

“The third reason the
Court found ‘rescind’
should be read spectively
is to avoid absurd or
unjust results.”
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Committee

Chit Chat

The Young and New Lawyers and Diversity Committees
hosted a joint event at Brunswick
Zone on May 1. There was a great turnout that brought together new attorneys,
experienced attorneys, and Judges. Many new
connections were made. Thank you to all who came out
to support these committees and one another. The best bowler of the
evening was Kathleen Georgevich’s husband, while best-dressed
was awarded to Deborah Goldberg.
The Young and New Lawyers also recently completed their Family Law Mini-Series with a presentation by Sean Weppler on Child
Support, including Rule 138 which affects the filing of garnishment
notices. An interesting discussion followed, as Rule 138 applies to all
types of litigation. On June 5, BENNU Legal, via Damian Crooks and
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Richard Gellersted, taught on
Immigration Law. The Committee will take a break for July and
August and resume in September with
some awesome new speakers—including
YOU! If you have a topic you would like to speak
on, contact Amy Strege at stregeamy@waukegan.com.
***

The Associate Member Committee congratulates members
Kathleen Colon, a paralegal honors graduate with a 4.0 GPA; Dinah
Foli-Karimu, Thaxter Hurd, and Marie Schneider, who all graduated from the College of Lake County Paralegal Studies Program
this year. The Committee wishes them all great success as they begin
their paralegal careers!

LCBA Website

What You Can Do!

4

The

Calendar of
Events
June 6

Log-in – current LCBA members
• User Name = Your email address on file with our office
• Password = zip code on file with our office
View your profile
• Click on My Profile tab and view your profile
• Edit, add or correct any information
Check out the calendar
• Click on the Calendar tab
• View upcoming events and meetings
• Click on the event title to:
			 • RSVP or Register for upcoming events or meetings
					 • Please note you must be logged in for the
						member discount
			 • View who has already registered
			 • See where the event is located on the map
Search for your peers
• Must be logged in to view other member profiles
• Hover on Membership tab
• On the drop down menu click the last item,
		 member search
• Enter the name of the person you wish to look up
Check out the photo gallery
• Must be logged in to view the photo gallery
• Hover on Membership tab
• On the drop down menu click on Community Photo
		Gallery
• Enjoy all the photos or individual event albums

STAY TUNED FOR MORE
WHAT YOU CAN DO TIPS

Installation of Officers
and Directors Dinner
Exmoor Country Club
Highland Park
***
June 26
Travel Back to 1960
Foundation BBQ
LCBA Parking Lot
***
July 10
2014 Golf Championship
Stonewall Orchard Golf Club
Grayslake
***
August 1
Ravinia Night: Lyle Lovett
Sponsored by Baizer Kolar & Lewis

Ravinia
***
November 21
British Invation ‘14
Foundation Gala Dinner
and Dance
Cuneo Museum
Vernon Hills

For more
information or
to register, go to the
calendar at:
www.lakebar.org

June 2014
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FINRAs Quarterly Disciplinary Review
Outlines Regulatory Violations

F

BY JAMES ECCLESTON

INRA (the Financial Industry Regulatory Authority) has published its January 2014
Quarterly Disciplinary Review. FINRA describes the publication as a “sampling of
recent disciplinary actions involving misconduct by registered representatives” and
their firms which may violate FINRA rules.
While FINRA describes the discussion as a “sampling,” over the years I have found the rule violations to
be common among financial advisers. The first common
rule violation occurs when the representative fails to
timely disclose IRS tax liens. I am frequently involved
in non-disclosure or non-timely disclosure matters on
behalf of financial advisers. In its quarterly review, FINRA details a recent settlement of a disciplinary action.
FINRA found a violation of Rule 2010 (catch-all ethical
standards) and Rule 1122 (filing misleading registration
information). The representative was suspended for three
months and fined $5,000.
The second, and related, comJames Eccleston
mon rule violation happens when the
heads the firm
representative fails to disclose personof Eccleston
al bankruptcy. FINRA rules require
Law, P.C. The
firm represents
disclosure by updating the Form U-4
investors
within 30 days after learning of the
and advisers
nationwide. Mr.
circumstances creating the need to
Eccelston can
amend. Likewise, FINRA notes that
be reached at
employing brokerage firms’ policies
jeccleston@
ecclestonlaw.com
require representatives to disclose
and 312-332-0000.
all such reportable events, including
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bankruptcy, within five days (a common requirement
among all financial services firms). In the matter that
FINRA references, the representative failed to disclose for
three years. Accordingly, the representative was suspended for three months and was fined $5,000.
The third common rule violation occurs when representatives improperly accept cash gifts from customers.
This matter involved a broker who was also a registered
insurance agent. During an eight-month period, the
representative accepted cash gifts totaling $18,500 from
an insurance customer. The representative’s brokerage firm prohibited the acceptance
of payments, gifts, loans, or other
remuneration from any securities or
insurance customer. As a result, FINRA concluded that the representative
violated Rule 2010. FINRA suspended
the representative for three months
and imposed a $5,000 fine.
The fourth common rule violation happens when representatives execute backdated official firm
documents. Fabricating documents,

especially as they relate to customer account information,
is a common rule violation. In the matter that FINRA discusses, the representative “signed backdated documents
relating to the firm’s annual certification of its compliance and supervisory processes.” During a routine FINRA
examination of the representative’s firm, FINRA requested copies of the annual certifications signed and submitted by the representative for the years 2006 through
2009. When neither the firm nor the representative could
locate the 2006 and 2007 certifications, the representative completed and signed new ones, backdating them
to 2006 and 2007. FINRA suspended the representative
for 30 days and fined him
$10,000.
The fifth common
rule violation occurs
when the representative exercises discretion
without written customer authorization
and firm acceptance.
Unbeknownst to many
customers, FINRA rules
require that customers
pre-approve trades in a
customer’s account. Otherwise, the broker is deemed to have “discretion” on the
account. Nonetheless, in order to have discretion, FINRA
rules require that the customer authorize such discretion
in writing and the discretionary authority be accepted by
the employing brokerage firm. FINRA highlights a disciplinary case in which a representative executed 55 discretionary trades in 28 customer accounts after receiving the
customers’ verbal, but not written, consent to place those
trades during the days and months preceding the trades.
The representative also failed to obtain any authorization
for a “definite amount of a specified security.” That conduct violated FINRA Rules 2510 (discretionary accounts)
and Rule 2010. The representative was suspended for ten
business days and fined $5,000.
The sixth common rule violation happens when the

representative submits inaccurate order tickets and fails
to timely respond to FINRA information requests. For
years, representatives have violated order ticket rules by
mismarking order tickets as “Unsolicited” when in fact
the orders were “Solicited.” In the case FINRA discusses,
the representative mismarked order tickets 24 times in
order to liquidate mutual fund positions in ten accounts
involving six customers. By mismarking the order tickets,
the representative concealed the fact that he had recommended and solicited the sales. Additionally, when
FINRA investigated, the representative was untimely in
responding to FINRA inquiries. Accordingly, the representative was suspended
for 15 months and fined
$15,000.
Seventh and lastly,
representatives violate
FINRA rules when they
engage in prohibited
outside business activity
and maintain outside
securities accounts
without notice. The case
referenced by FINRA involved a financial adviser
who wanted to start a
hedge fund and began the approval process correctly by
requesting permission to operate an “outside business
activity.” The problems began when the firm denied the
request and the representative started the hedge fund
anyway. The representative thereafter opened hedge
funds accounts outside of his employing firm, and in
doing so he falsified account documentation. FINRA
suspended the representative for one year. FINRA would
have fined the representative as well but he submitted
sworn and documented financial statement demonstrating an inability to pay a fine.
The rule violations discussed above occur more often
than one would expect! Investors need to beware, and
representatives need to understand the consequences of
those rule violations.

“Investors need to beware,
and representatives
need to understand the
consequences of those
rule violations.”

Do you have a speaker idea or
suggestion for our
business meetings?
We would love to hear from you!
Just send a note to:
Chris Boadt (cboadt@lakebar.org)
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May 1, 2014
Young & New Lawyers
Bowling Event

Brunswick Lanes
Waukegan

May 16, 2014
Membership Picnic

Unfortunately Indoors
Waukegan Yacht
Club
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May 22, 2014

Courthouse

Blood Drive

Waukegan

May 22, 2014
Civil Trial & Appeals
Seminar & Golf Outing
Biltmore Country Club
N. Barrington
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Board of Directors’ Meeting
April 17, 2014
CONSENT AGENDA
• Minutes, March 2014
• Membership Report:
• New Members since
February 2014 meeting
There was a motion
made to approve the above
Consent agenda and the
motion passed.
DISCUSSION ITEMS
Treasurer’s Report
Michael Conway
presented a draft budget
for the year 2014-2015 for
the Board’s review and
discussion. After discussing the draft budget, Mr.
Conway reported that both
accounts with Baytree have
slightly less cash than last
year at the same time, but
the Association should end
our fiscal year on June 30,
2014 with some anticipated
income to get this back in
line.
Status of Court Access
Pass
Steve McCollum reported on behalf Don Morrison that the Court Access
Pass program is going well
so far prior to the May 1,
2014 deadline after which
the LCBA issued pass will
be required for an attorney
to use the attorney/county
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personnel entry line at the
Waukegan courthouse.
EJC would like the LCBA
to give the Counsel a list
of the attorneys who has
received passes. Chris
Boadt reported that there
have been some questions
by the attorneys as to why
the card is necessary. It
was discussed that prior to
this, there was no reliable
system to differentiate attorneys from non-attorneys
using the attorney/county
personnel entry line. The
hope is that this will be the
first step in the process of
allowing attorneys easier
access to the courthouse
with a more streamlined
procedure. As of our meeting, 231 passes have been
issued and the LCBA has
received $5,500 income.
Of the income, $3,500 was
spent on equipment to
make the passes. Attorneys
who do not receive their
card at the courthouse can
do so at the LCBA offices.
Law Day Activities
Law Day Activities
are well underway. Steve
McCollum reports that the
Honorable George Strickland needs held/volunteers
from attorneys on May
2, 2014 to show students

The

Meeting
Minutes
BY JENNIFER HOWE
SECRETARY

around the Waukegan
courthouse with help of
the States Attorney office.
There are many volunteers
for high school programs.
There was a discussion
about publicity for the
events to better inform the
public.
Report of the 1st Vice
President
Keith Grant reports
that the arrangements for
the Installation Dinner are
well underway. The event
will be held Friday, June
6, 2014, at the Exmoor
Country Club Committee
Chairperson appointments
are progressing.

MEMBERS PRESENT
Steven P. McCollum
President
Keith Grant
First Vice-President
Michael Ori
Second Vice-President
Michael Conway
Treasurer
Jennifer Howe
Secretary
Marjorie Sher
Immediate Past President
Gary Schlesinger
Hon. Daniel Shanes
Carey Schiever
Brian Lewis

People’s Law School
Carey Scheiver reports
that there were mixed
results for the People’s Law
School with some of the
programs not being as well
attended as in years’ past.

Stephen Rice
Chris Boadt
Executive Director
Shyama Pariha
Guest

There was a discussion and
then a motion was made
that the LCBA should form
a committee to reassess
what form the program
should take going forward.
The motion passed and
LCBA Board Members,
Mike Ori, Steve Rice and
Marjorie Sher volunteered
to be on the committee.
Spring Luncheon Series
Chris Boadt announced that the Spring
Luncheon series will consist of the following: April
23 (Liberty Bell Awards)
& May 16 (LCBA Picnic).
There was a discussion
about potential sponsorships for the luncheons.
There was a motion made
to seek sponsorships,
which was not seconded
and not passed.
Ravinia 2014
Brian Lewis reported
that Ravinia night for the
LCBA will be hosted by
Baizer Kolar & Lewis on
August 1, 2014 with Lyle
Lovett. The firm has purchased limited lawn seats
and will have a tent on the
law. LCBA members can
also purchase lawn tickets
and join in the tent.
June Board Meeting
There was a motion
made to move the June
Board meeting to June 11,
2014 at 12:00 and the motion passed.
There was a motion
made to adjourn and the
motion passed and the
meeting ended at 1:10 p.m.
Next Board Meeting
Thursday, May 15, 2014

The

Grapevine

Congratulations to LCBA
members in leadership roles
with the AWALC, Kathleen
Curtin, President and Gayle
Miller, Past President.

LCBA members rocked it out
at Prairie State’s Strike A
Chord

Lake Forest High School
students toured Gibson & Associates with attorney Scott B.
Gibson and met with Judge
Ortiz in his chambers as part
of the “open doors” job shadow program. Pictured right:
Charlie Bernhart, Thomas
Romanchek, Scott B. Gibson, John Jakubik and Elise
Kreiling.

Louis G. Atsaves was elected
Republican Precinct Com-

mitteeman Moraine 203, and
Chairman, Moraine Township

Regular Republican Organization.
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LCBA Members Show
‘Michael Matters’

After a week of rain, the
sky cleared on May 4 for the
Second Annual Michael Matters Walk to End Brain Cancer
at Boomers Stadium in Schaumburg. More than 300 registered for the event. The Walk
is one of the Michael Matters
Foundation’s biggest fundraising events of the year, bringing in a dozen sponsors and
raising thousands of dollars for
brain cancer patients and their families. In January, it’s “New Year, Same
Wish” event raised more than $50,000 for the fight against brain cancer.
Founded in honor of longtime LCBA member Michael Schostok, the
Foundation’s mission is raise funds to find a cure for glioblastoma--the
aggressive brain tumors caused by cancer—as well as to provide aid to
those in need of financial assistance with their treatment.
For more information please visit www.michaelmatters.org.

Greenslade Photography
Focusing on sports, pets & special events

Ralph Greenslade
Photographer at many LCBA events
slade1039@comcast.net
847-848-6754
Based in Glenview, Illinois

Bar

Bulletin
Board

Downtown Waukegan
Offices for Lease. 200 N ML
King Ave. 1, 2 or 3 Offices. 280
to 685 Sq Ft. Shared Conference Room, Basement Storage,
On-Site parking, Furnished or
Unfurnished. Walking Distance
to Court House. (847) 680-4740.
www.tjproperties.com.
For Sale or Lease
218 N County St. Waukegan. 9
offices on two levels. Will divide,
on-site parking. Walking distance to court house. (847) 6804740. www.tjproperties.com.
To place an ad or for information
on advertising rates, call

(847) 244-3143
June 2014
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Condo in Cabo

A

s the weather is
improving thoughts
turn to sun, fun,
activities and relaxation.
The Foundation and its
members are no strangers
to these and have planned
a cookout June 26, 2014 in
open space directly north
of the bar association
building. This will be a
great time to get the summer rolling with good food,
drink and entertainment.
Another attraction to
the event is the auctioning
of a week in the Presidential
Suite of the Pueblo Bonito
Sunset Beach Resort & Spa
in Cabo San Lucas, Mexico
during 2014 (transportation
not included). Our member
Charlie Fleck donated to the
Foundation his multi-year
interest in a beautiful condo
in Cabo. Bidding starts at
$2,500 and will run until the

BY CARLTON R. MARCYAN
PRESIDENT
June 26th BBQ when the
winner will be declared. The
condo includes a complete
kitchenette with top-of-theline appliances and cooking
essentials, a dining area with
table and chairs, a cozy living
area with a sofa sleeper, and
a private bedroom furnished
with a plush king bed and a
second bedroom with two
queens. The suite’s balcony
provides outdoor seating
with unobstructed beach
and ocean views.

The cookout will be a
great event; one you should
not miss. Also, mark your
calendars for our bi-annual
gala at the Cuneo Mansion
on November 21. The theme
will be the British Invasion
of the Beatles 50 years ago
with entertainment by the
band American English.
This will be the event of the
year!
As always, a strong foundation makes for a better
community.

2014 Foundation Gala Dinner & Dance
Cuneo Museum, Vernon Hills
Friday, November 21, 2014
at 5:30 p.m.
Live Music • Dinner • Dancing • Auction
‘60s Attire Encouraged
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Please visit www.lakebar.org to RSVP

